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Abstract: Power theft issue now days makes enormous misfortune power board, it is 
important to avoid with the goal that a ton of influence can be spared. This paper decides 
the best open door for vitality reserve funds by ceaselessly observing and controlling force 
theft from the electric meter by taking readings from it. The typical practice for power theft 
is to short the information and yield terminals or to put magnet on the wheel if there 
should arise an occurrence of old meters. By remote power burglary observing it is 
conceivable to detect the present move through the line and vitality criticism utilizing an 
electrical switch. This framework anticipates the unlawful utilization of power, which can 
be fathomed naturally with no human control .The usage of this framework will spare 
huge measure of power. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An electric meter is a gadget utilized for estimating the measure of electrical vitality provided 
to a business or private structure. Because of the expanding cost of power, security and 
altering in electric meters has turned into a noteworthy worry for government organizations 
over the globe[1]. Also in crowded nations like China and India, altering in electric meter and 
vitality theft have turned out to be normal. Electric meters can be controlled, therefore 
making them stop,even bypassing the meter[2], [3]. Buyers the individuals who are mess with 
electric meter, viably and productively use control without paying for it. This theft or 
misrepresentation can be exploitative just as risky .Electric meter security is made as serious 
issue in numerous nations today.  

Remote Power Theft Monitoring Unit utilize remote checking strategy to counteract control 
theft. It is important to introduce this technique to power division. This Unit likewise utilize 
Radio innovation to screen remote meter perusing. On the off chance that there will be 
contrast in remote perusing and introduced meter perusing, at that point it is anything but 
difficult to recognize thief[4]. 

II. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

In this unit, a small scale controller is interfaced with a vitality metering circuit, current 
detecting circuit, ZigBee correspondence connection, and contactor to represent the moment 
of truth electrical cable[5]–[11].  

At the sub-station a PC is associated with a ZigBee connect to speak with all vitality meters 
and a signal.  

In ordinary condition, smaller scale controller peruses vitality heartbeats and current sign. On 
the off chance that current is drawing and vitality heartbeats are ordinary, at that point no 
power theft is being done and the yield is associated. On the off chance that current is 
drawing and vitality heartbeats are not streaming, at that point it demonstrates that power 
theft[12]–[16]. So microcontroller trips the yield utilizing hand-off unit .This data is sent to 
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substation utilizing remote correspondence. In the substation, it gets the data as computerized 
codes and on disentangling it, they can know at which spot control burglary happened[17]. 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

IV. COMPONENTS USED 
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V. POWER THEFT DETECTION 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The POWERTHEFT is a monetary wrongdoing that antagonistically influences every single 
utility client. Utilities gauge that 0.5 to 1.0 percent of all clients take from them and that their 
yearly misfortunes surpass $1.7 billion in influence and $1.3 billion in flammable gas. Power 
Theft is a non-insignificant wrongdoing that is profoundly counteracted. Subsequently an 
endeavour is made in this paper to distinguish control theft and controlling it. In future the 
proposed model can be improved by embracing present day meters, carefully designed seals 
and alter opposition locks to find altering and to protect electric meter against it with 
progressively exact outcomes. 
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